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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES The purpose of this study was to investigate the changes in the concentration of blood 
angiogenic factors and pro-inflammatory cytokines during acute exercise after the administration of 
branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) and glutamine.

METHODS All 7 adolescent male athletes performed 2000 m rowing exercise after the completion of each of 
three different 7-day treatments; non-treatment (CO); a total daily dose of BCAA 3.15 g (1.05g×3) (BCAA); or 
both a total daily dose of BCAA 3.15 g (1.05 g × 3) and glutamine 6 g (2 g × 3) (BC+GLU). There was a 30-day 
rest period between each treatment. After intake of amino acids for 7 days, the participants completed the 
rowing exercise on day 8, and their blood samples were collected (at resting state, Rest; immediately after 
exercise, Ex0; and 30 min after the exercise, Ex30) and were analyzed using ELISA.

RESULTS The concentration of Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) increased in the BCAA and BC+GLU 
treatment groups compared to that at Rest in the CO group (p<0.05). Interleukin-6 (IL-6) increased at Ex0 
compared to that at Rest in the CO and BCAA treatment groups (p<0.05), and significantly decreased at Ex30 
compared to that at Ex0 in the BCAA treatment group (p<0.05). However, significant differences were not 
observed in BC+GLU at Ex0 and Ex30 compared to at Rest. IL-8 also significantly increased at Ex0 compared 
to at Rest, and significantly decreased at Ex30 compared to at Ex0 in CO (p<0.05). However, the blood IL-8 
level in BCAA and BC+GLU were not altered by acute exercise.

CONCLUSIONS This study suggested that the administrations of BCAA and/or glutamine have enough to 
induce increase of VEGF concentration and inhibited the increase of pro-inflammatory cytokines after acute 
exercise in adolescence athletes.
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Introduction

Branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) account for 
approximately 40% of the essential amino acids in blood and 

play important roles in skeletal muscle growth [1]. BCAA 
are important precursors of tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle 
intermediates via acetyl-CoA and Succinyl-CoA and can be 
involved in energy production through the modulation of 
exercise-induced serum BCAAs oxidation [2,3].  Glutamine 
is the most abundant protein in the blood (~600-700 μM) 
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and accounts for approximately 60% of the free amino acids 
in the muscle [4]. In addition, it enhances protein synthesis 
by increasing the size of the muscle cells [5]. The study of 
BCAAs and glutamine supplementation has been focused on 
a potential nutritional strategy to avoid or alleviate exercise-
induced muscle damage [6].

Angiogenic factors are known to be secreted from 
contracting skeletal muscles and play positive roles in muscle 
growth and muscle hypertrophy by stimulating angiogenesis 
[7]. Typical signaling proteins of angiogenesis include vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), angiopoeitin-1 (Ang-1), 
and follistatin (FLRG) [8,9]. VEGF plays an essential role in 
increasing vessel density of the skeletal muscle induced by 
exercise and maintaining of the supply of muscle capillary 
vessels in the skeletal muscle [10]. Ang-1 has been known 
to prevent the apoptosis of endothelial cells and is associated 
with vascular stabilization [11]. In addition, FLRG, which is 
an antagonist of myostatin that causes muscle wasting, has 
been reported to play an important role in the regulation of 
myostatin activity in vivo [11]. 

Previous studies have reported that amino acid 
supplementation for muscle hypertrophy not only increases 
anabolism in muscle tissues and facilitates recovery after 
training by supplying essential amino acids, but also positively 
affects protein synthesis to a greater extent than dietary 
reference intake [12]. However, other studies have reported 
that BCAA supplementation possibly generates energy 
depletion [13] by reducing α-ketoglutarate, an intermediate 
of Krebs Cycle [14]. Therefore, not only the effect of BCAA 
supplementation but also the effect of BCAA and glutamine 
combined treatment is unclear.

Acute exercise causes an inflammatory response 
characterized by transient elevation of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines such as IL-6, and IL-8 [15,16]. The increase of 
cytokines to acute exercise are dependent on the type and 
intensity of exercise, especially, higher pro-inflammatory 
cytokine levels are observed after an exhaustive acute exercise 
bout such as marathon [15] and triathlon [17] competition. 
Especially, in the presence of consecutive matches, it is 
considered essential to control inflammatory cytokines in 
conjunction with muscle injury in terms of recovery after 

acute exercise.
Accordingly, this study was conducted in male adolescent 

athletes to observe the changes in concentrations of blood 
angiogenic factors and pro-inflammatory cytokines during 
acute exercise after administration of BCAA and glutamine.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Seven male adolescent yacht athletes (age: 17.7±0.74 
years; height: 175.3±1.38cm; weight: 67.5±4.87 kg; BMI: 
21.9±1.40 kg/m2; fat: 15.6±2.34%; lean body mass: 56.3±2.54 
kg; career: 3.57 years) participated in this study. The subjects 
could carry out low intensity exercise to maintain physical 
fitness, which had no effect on muscle mass and body fat 
mass during whole experimental periods, because this 
study was conducted in the off-season.

Table 1. Changes of body composition after each treatment (n=7)

CO BCAA BC+GLU

Weight (kg) 67.54±4.87 68.38±4.76 68.10±4.54

BMI (kg/m2) 21.90±1.40 22.17±1.36 22.09±1.31

% Body fat (%) 15.6±2.34 15.77±2.17 17.13±5.96

LBM (kg) 56.33±2.54 57.01±2.66 55.83±2.31

Values are presented as mean±SE. CO; Non supplements treatment, 
BCAA; BCAA supplements treatment, BC+GLU; BCAA and Glutamine 
supplements treatment, BMI; body mass index, LBM; lean body mass.

All subjects were given detailed explanations of the 
experimental procedures before the start of the experiment, 
and they submitted an agreement for the experiment including 
that they could freely withdraw from the experiment at any 
time if they did not want it. To obtain reliable results in 
the study, the subjects were asked not to conduct excessive 
physical activities on the day of the study. Subjects were not 
allowed to take drugs or dietary therapy. In addition, the 
subjects were in a 12-hour fasting state on the day of the study. 

Experimental procedures

Each of the 7 participants completed all the three 
experiments, with a 1 month resting period between each 
experiment. Non-supplemented treatment (CO), BCAA-
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supplemented treatment (valine: 25%, leucine: 50%, isoleucine: 
25%, 3.15 g/day) in a capsule (BCAA), and BCAA- and 
glutamine-supplemented treatment (L-glutamine, Optimum 
Nutrition Co., 6 g/day) (BC + GLU) were administered to 
the subjects three times per day (after breakfast, lunch, and 
dinner) for 7 days. On day 8, an acute 2000 m rowing exercise 
was conducted. Blood samples were collected three times for 
each experiment: the first blood sample was collected at resting 
state before the rowing exercise (Rest); the second sample was 
collected immediately after conducting the rowing exercise 
(Ex0); and the last blood sample was collected at 30 minutes 
after the rowing exercise (Ex30).

7 yacht athletes participated and were each completed 
three experiments (CO, BCAA, BC+GLU). Blood samples 
were collected three times for each experiment (A,B,C). CO; 
Non supplements treatment, BCAA; BCAA supplements 
treatment, BC+GLU; BCAA and Glutamine supplements 
treatment. A; Blood sampling at rest status before exercise 
(Rest), B; Blood sampling at immediately after exercise (Ex0), 
C; Blood sampling at 30 minutes after Ex0 (Ex30).

2000 m rowing exercise

After 7 days of each amino acid administration, a graded 
exercise test was conducted using a Concept2 Indoor Rower 
(USA) before execution of the 2000 m rowing exercise. For 
the determination of exercise intensity, the Standard List 2000 

m protocol that is set using the Select Workout function of 
Concept2 Indoor Rower was selected and the subjects were 
asked to complete the protocol with their maximum effort.

Analysis of blood samples

A blood sample of 10 cc was collected from the forearm 
vein of the subjects. The samples were centrifuged at 3,000 
rpm for 10 min, followed by storage at 80°C until analysis. 

1. Angiogenic factors
VEGF, Ang-1, and FLRG were analyzed using a R&D 

system kit. The capture antibody (100 μl) was incubated 
overnight and washed three times. Then, the sample and 
standard were added, followed by a 2-hour incubation at 
room temperature to prepare for the aliquot of the detection 
antibody. Thereafter, streptavidin-HRP and substrate solution 
were combined for a color reaction, and then stop solution was 
added to the reaction 20 min later, followed by measurement 
of absorbance at 450 nm. 

2. Pro-inflammatory cytokines
Biochemical analyses of IL-6 and IL-8 were conducted 

using a human serum cytokine kit via a Bio-Plex pro magnetic 
cytokine assay. Standards, samples, and cytokine magnetic 
beads were diluted respectively. A 50 μl aliquot of each the 
diluted standard and sample, respectively, was put into a well, 

Figure 1. Experimental design
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followed by 30-min shaker incubation, and then washing 
three times. Next, the detection antibody was prepared and 
a 50 μl aliquot was added to each well and incubated on a 
shaker for 30-min, followed by three washes. Streptavidin-
PE was prepared using assay buffer, and a 50 μl aliquot of 
streptavidin-PE was added to each well, followed by a 10-min 
shaker incubation, and then washing three times. A 125 μl 
aliquot of assay buffer was added to each well, followed by 30 s 
shaking. Afterwards, the mixture was analyzed using Bio-Plex 
computer Manager (Bio-Rad). 

Statistical analyses

Data obtained from this study was analyzed using SPSS 
Window Version 18.0. The mean and standard deviation of 
the levels of blood angiogenic factors and pro-inflammatory 
cytokines that had been changed were calculated in each 
state. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to 
investigate differences in the levels between ergogenic aid and 
time course. One-way ANOVA was conducted to investigate 
differences in the levels over time of each treatment. A 
back-testing was conducted using Duncan for significance 
validation. A significant level of α=0.05 was set for statistical 
analysis.

Results

Changes in blood VEGF levels by amino acid 
administration are presented in Fig 2A. Significant differences 
were observed with the CO at Ex0 and Ex30 compared to at 
Rest (p<0.05) and was also observed between Ex30 and Ex0 
(p<0.05). In the comparison among treatments, the blood 
VEGF level at Rest was shown to have significantly increased 
in the BCAA and BC+GLU compared to the CO (p<0.05). 
However, no changes in blood Ang-1 and FLRG levels were 
observed. 

Mean±SE, CO; Non supplements treatment, BCAA; BCAA 
supplements treatment, BC+GLU; BCAA and Glutamine 
supplements treatment, Rest; Blood sampling at rest status 
before exercise, Ex0; Blood sampling at immediately after 
exercise, Ex30; Blood sampling at 30 minutes after Ex0. *p<.05; 
Significant difference compared with Rest, ☨p<.05; Significant 
difference compared with Ex0, #p<.05; Significant difference 

compared with Rest in CO.
Mean±SE, CO; Non supplements treatment, BCAA; BCAA 

supplements treatment, BC+GLU; BCAA and Glutamine 
supplements treatment, Rest; Blood sampling at rest status 
before exercise, Ex0; Blood sampling at immediately after 
exercise, Ex30; Blood sampling at 30 minutes after Ex0. *p<.05; 
Significant difference compared with Rest, ☨p<.05; Significant 
difference compared with Ex0.

Figure 2. Changes of plasma angiogenesis factors according to the amino 
acid supplementation
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As shown in Fig 3A, for changes in the blood IL-6 level 
by amino acid administration, the level is shown to have 
significantly increased with CO and BCAA treatments at 
Ex0 compared to at Rest (p<0.05), but it was shown to have 
significantly decreased with BCAA at Ex30 compared to at Ex0 
(p<0.05). However, significant differences were not observed 
with BC+GLU at Ex0 and Ex30 compared to at Rest. 

 As shown in Fig 3B, for changes in the blood IL-8 level, 
the level was shown to have significantly increased at Ex0 and 
Ex30 in CO compared to at Rest (p<0.05). However, the blood 
IL-8 level in BCAA and BC+GLU were not altered by acute 
exercise.

Discussion

Intake of amino acid supplements makes directly/
indirectly improving training effect and performance, result 
from utilization of energy sources. Therefore, this study 
focused on the effect of acute exercise on angiogenesis and 

pro-inflammatory cytokines after consumption of BCAA and 
glutamine supplements.

Angiogenesis is a known process in the formation of 
new blood vessels and increases in capillary vessels, and the 
pathways of angiogenesis are divided into signaling mediated 
by either VEGF or angiopoietin (Ang) [8]. VEGF increases the 
diffusion of endothelial cells and cell movement [18], and Ang 
affects vascular stabilization [19]. Notably, Ang-1 is expressed 
by the stimulation of VEGF, playing an important role in 
vascular maturation and stabilization [20]. FLRG, another 
angiogenic factor, is a constituent of the transforming growth 
factor beta (TGF-β) superfamily, and is known to inhibit the 
activity of myostatin, which regulates skeletal muscle growth 
[9]. Myostatin neutralization caused by follistatin significantly 
affects skeletal muscle growth, and the overexpression of 
follistatin promotes muscle hypertrophy by activating satellite 
cells [21]. In general, both aerobic exercise and resistant 
exercise have been known to promote angiogenesis in skeletal 
muscle [22,23]. 

Considering that VEGF levels increase most rapidly 
within 30 min after exercise, skeletal muscle responses to 
exercise are very sensitive [23]. In this study, the blood VEGF 
level after acute rowing exercise was significantly increased 
immediately and at 30 min after the exercise in CO, consistent 
with the previous study [24]. In case of BCAA and BC+GLU 
treatments, the significant increases in blood VEGF levels 
were confirmed at the rest compared to that of the control 
group, and this result indicate that supplementation for 7 
days is effective enough to increase VEGF levels at rest status. 
However, the blood VEGF level immediately after exercise was 
not shown in the BCAA and BC+GLU, and this was probably 
due to the sufficiently increased at the rest status. 

However, increases in blood Ang-1 and FLRG levels were 
not induced after consumption of amino acids and exercise 
in this study. Increases in Ang-1 after conducting of eccentric 
exercise were negatively affected by poor conditions of 
basal membrane and pericytes, and tendon injury [25]. The 
aforementioned results were reported to be attributable to 
the fact that a longer exercise duration is required for smooth 
blood circulation in the tendon [20]. No significant difference 
in Ang-1 levels observed in this study is likely to be attributable 

Figure 3. Changes of plasma pro-inflammatory cytokines according to the 
amino acid supplementation
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to the acute insufficiency of the blood flow caused by intensive 
exercise, as shown in the previous study. In addition, Mero 
et al. reported that blood amino acid levels at resting state 
significantly increased with the administration of 6 g BCAA 
(4 g leucine, 1 g isoleucine, 1 g valine) [26]. Previous studies 
have reported that BCAA supplementation >5 g·kg⁻¹d⁻¹ should 
be recommended with a regard to exercise [27]. However, 
Tarnopolsky reported that an intake of protein ≤1.0 g·kg⁻¹·d⁻¹ 
was insufficient for protein metabolism required for exercise 
in both male and female athletes [28]. Thus, no significant 
change observed in this study is likely to be attributable to 
the relatively lower dose than the recommended dose in 
the previous study. Therefore, a further study on the effect 
of sufficient administration of BCAA and glutamine on 
angiogenic factors is required. 

Many studies have reported that both acute and regular 
exercise induce increases in circulating cytokines level. 
Endurance exercise induced acute inflammatory response in 
athletes [29] that may lead to chronic inflammation status in 
case of further extensive training session [30]. In addition, 
single prolonged exercise can induce acute elevations in 
pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-8 in endurance 
athletes [31]. IL-6 level significantly increased after high-
intensity knee extension exercise [32], and IL-8 level was 
reported to increase after exhaustive exercise consisting of 
concentric and eccentric exercises [33]. On the other hand, 
no changes in blood cytokine levels were detected after 1-hour 
of rowing [34] or after 2-hours of cycling [35]. As mentioned 
above, the training effects are not clear and are affected by 
various factors, such as exercise intensity, exercise duration, 
and muscle mass used during exercise [36]. In this study, 
acute exercise increased levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, 
but 7 days of BC + GLU treatment inhibited the increase of 
circulating IL-6 level. Moreover, treatment of BCAA also 
showed a rapid increase of IL-6 immediately after exercise, but 
the level was reduced similarly to the rest state. The circulating 
IL-8 level also increased after acute exercise, but 7 days of 
BCAA and BC + GLU treatments inhibited the increase of 
circulating IL-8 level. These results suggested that BCAA and 
BC + GLU treatments have the positive effect on regulation of 
pro-inflammatory cytokines after acute exercise. 

Conclusions

This study suggested that the administrations of BCAA 
and/or glutamine have enough to induce increase of VEGF 
concentration and inhibited the increase of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines after acute exercise in adolescence athletes.
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